Building iPhone and iPad Electronic Projects

Why simply play music or go online when you can use your iPhone or iPad for some really fun projects, such as building a metal detector, hacking a radio-controlled truck, or tracking a model rocket in flight? Learn how to build these and other cool things by using iOS device sensors and inexpensive hardware such as Arduino and a Bluetooth Low Energy (LE) Shield.

This hands-on book shows you how to write simple applications with techBASIC, an Apple-approved development environment that runs on iOS devices. With just a few lines of code, you can write apps directly on your Apple device and have it interact with other hardware.

- Build a metal detector with the iOS magnetometer
- Use the HiJack hardware platform to create a plant moisture sensor
- Put your iPhone on a small rocket to collect acceleration and rotation data
- Hack a radio-controlled truck with Arduino and Bluetooth LE
- Create an arcade game with an iPad controller and two iPhone paddles
- Control a candy machine with an iOS device, a micro servo, and a WiFi connection

“Finally my iPad can interface with the real world! techBASIC is the easiest and most intuitive programming tool I have ever used. This book really makes me want to explore my creative ideas for controlling things with my iPad.”

—Jarle Bøe
Wireless Evangelist, Texas Instruments

Mike Westerfield runs Byte Works, Inc., an independent software publishing and consulting firm. He has developed iOS technical computing software, mission-critical software for military satellites, multimedia authoring tools for grade schoolers, and many other projects.
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You carry an amazing scientific instrument around in your pocket every day, using it for mundane tasks like making phone calls or listening to music. Your iPad 2 is as fast as a Cray-2 supercomputer from just a few decades ago, yet most people only use it to read books or surf the Web. What a waste.

This book is all about connecting your iPhone, iPod Touch, or iPad to the real world. You’ll start by learning how to access the sensors built right into your device. Next you’ll see how to connect wired sensors through the headphone port using a wonderful little device called HiJack. Several chapters show various ways to use Bluetooth low energy to connect to sensors, Arduino microcontrollers, motor controllers, and even other iPhones or iPads. Finally, you’ll see exactly how to use WiFi to connect to the Internet or physical devices connected to WiFi devices.

It would be pretty boring to make all of these connections just to make a few LEDs light up, so the book is organized around fun, interesting projects. The built-in sensors are used to create a metal detector. HiJack is hooked up to a simple electrical device so it can be used as a plant moisture sensor. Bluetooth low energy connects to a Texas Instruments SensorTag to detect acceleration to track the flight of a model rocket, and later to an Arduino microcontroller to hack a radio-controlled car, showing how to create robots and control them with your iPhone. Bluetooth low energy can also be used for peer-to-peer communication between iOS devices. You will learn how this is done by creating an arcade game that uses iPhones for game paddles. WiFi will be hooked up to a serial bridge to control servos, ultimately hacking a candy dispenser to give you candy under iPhone control.

Our look at each topic starts with a chapter that introduces the basic concepts using a simple project. One or more chapters follow these introductions, presenting the fun projects just mentioned. You may not want to build every one of them yourself, but reading through how they are created and how they work, you will get ideas about how to build your own projects.
You don’t need to go through this book linearly. If a project in the middle of the book seems really interesting, jump right to it. Each chapter starts with a section called “About This Chapter.” It lists the prerequisites, telling you which other chapters contain information you might need before attempting the project in the chapter you are interested in.

All of the hardware in the book is developed with electronic components you can buy from many Internet stores, but some of it is hard to find locally. Plan ahead. Glance at the parts list in a chapter a week or two before you want to get started, and order the parts you need.

Finally, the projects in this book cover several disciplines. There’s a lot of software, quite a bit of electronics, and a fair amount of mechanical engineering involved. Some of the stuff in this book is going to seem beyond your abilities. I know a few of the projects seemed that way to me as I wrote the book. After all, even though most of us have some technical ability, either through education or experience with hobbies, almost no one is fully qualified at computer science, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and physics.

Be brave, grasshopper.

Everything is laid out very carefully. If you don’t know much about software, start with the completely developed programs in the book, all of which are built right into tech-BASIC. If you don’t know one end of a battery from another, just wire stuff as you see it in the diagrams and photos that carefully document each circuit. As you learn more, you can experiment. Sure, there will be some failures along the way. I burned out a circuit or two and crashed a lot of software writing the book, and you’ll do the same as you read it. That’s how we learn.

I hope you don’t just build the projects in this book, though. The whole point is to learn how to do things, not just follow some plans. Whether you’re a professional trying to figure out how to remotely access data from a buried seismograph, a student exploring robotics for a science fair project, or an inventor tinkering with awesome ideas in your garage, I hope this book gives you some techniques and ideas that will enable you to create amazing things by combining software, electronics, and mechanics to build devices.

So, let’s go forth and control our world!

**Conventions Used in This Book**

The following typographical conventions are used in this book:

*Italic*

Indicates new terms, URLs, email addresses, filenames, and file extensions.
Constant width
Used for program listings, as well as within paragraphs to refer to program elements such as variable or function names, databases, data types, environment variables, statements, and keywords.

Constant width bold
Shows commands or other text that should be typed literally by the user.

Constant width italic
Shows text that should be replaced with user-supplied values or by values determined by context.

This icon signifies a tip, suggestion, or general note.

This icon indicates a warning or caution.

Using Code Examples

This book is here to help you get your job done. Where this book includes code examples, you may use the code in this book in your programs and documentation. You do not need to contact us for permission unless you’re reproducing a significant portion of the code. For example, writing a program that uses several chunks of code from this book does not require permission. Selling or distributing a CD-ROM of examples from O’Reilly books does require permission. Answering a question by citing this book and quoting example code does not require permission. Incorporating a significant amount of example code from this book into your product’s documentation does require permission.

We appreciate, but do not require, attribution. An attribution usually includes the title, author, publisher, and ISBN. For example: “Building iPhone and iPad Electronic Projects by Mike Westerfield (O’Reilly). Copyright 2013 James M. Westerfield, 978-1-449-36350-5.”

If you feel your use of code examples falls outside fair use or the permission given above, feel free to contact us at permissions@oreilly.com.
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CHAPTER 1
Getting Familiar with techBASIC and Built-in Sensors

About This Chapter

Prerequisites
You should already be familiar with using your iPhone. You should have some idea what programming is all about, although you do not need to be an ace programmer. It helps to know some variant of BASIC, but this is not required.

Equipment
You will need an iPhone, iPod Touch, or iPad running iOS 5 or later.

Software
You will need a copy of techBASIC or techBASIC Sampler.

What You Will Learn
This chapter starts with an introduction to techBASIC, the technical programming language used in this book for accessing sensors. It shows how to access the accelerometer that is built into every iOS device, starting with a simple one-line program and working up to a sophisticated accelerometer app.

Your Own Tricorder
I was always a little jealous when Spock pulled out his tricorder on Star Trek and began measuring practically every physical value you could imagine. It’s staggering how far technology has come, though. I carry a tricorder around in my pocket all the time now! Mine measures acceleration, rotation, and magnetic fields, giving both the strength and direction of each. It’s not quite as sophisticated as Spock’s, but it’s also not so large and clunky.
This book is all about using your iPhone and iPad to control electronic devices, often sensors. We’re going to start off with the sensors that are built right in, so you can pop out your tricorder and measure stuff, too.

**The iPod Touch**

The iPod Touch is essentially an iPhone without the phone, or, depending on your viewpoint, an iPad with a pocket-sized screen. Nothing in this book uses the phone part of the iPhone, so any time you see the iPhone mentioned, you can also use an iPod Touch. For the most part, we won’t talk about the iPod Touch specifically, but keep in mind that you can always use one instead of an iPhone.

**A Crash Course in techBASIC**

We’ll get started on the first instrument for our tricorder in a moment. First, though, let’s take a look at the language we’ll use for programming.

Our programs will be developed in a technical programming language called techBASIC, available in the App Store. There are a number of reasons for using techBASIC instead of Objective C, the programming language used to write most apps (including techBASIC). Here are some of the big ones:

- techBASIC runs right on your iPhone or iPad. You don’t have to use, or even own, a Macintosh computer to write or run these programs.
- techBASIC is less expensive. While Xcode (the development environment for Objective C) is free, you must join Apple’s developer program to actually move programs to your iOS device. That costs $99 every year. techBASIC costs $14.99 one time.
- techBASIC is simpler. It’s designed specifically for writing technical programs and connecting to external devices. Programs that would take a half-dozen to a dozen classes, each with a half-dozen to a dozen methods, can often be written with just a few lines in techBASIC.
- techBASIC is easier to learn and more forgiving than Objective C, so you can concentrate on the fun part—writing the programs to control the Internet of Things.

**techBASIC Sampler**

There is a free version of techBASIC called techBASIC Sampler. It’s also displayed in some places with the shortened name techSampler. The free version lets you view and run all of the samples that come with techBASIC. All of the programs from this book...
are samples in techBASIC, so you can use the free version to run the programs. You can even use the debugger to trace through the programs. The only limitation is editing. techBASIC Sampler doesn’t let you change a program or create a new one. When you try to edit a program or create a new one, techBASIC Sampler will invite you to upgrade to the full version of techBASIC using an in-app purchase. You can do that or just buy techBASIC.

That said, there are a couple of places in the book where we will create very short programs that are not preloaded as samples. These are typically used to show a simple feature before it gets buried in a longer program or to show how to use techBASIC. You can skip entering those programs without missing anything significant.

We’ll just talk about techBASIC in the book, but other than editing, you can always perform the same tasks with techBASIC Sampler.

Where to Get techBASIC

Like all iOS apps, techBASIC and techBASIC Sampler are available from Apple’s App Store.

- **techBASIC** is the full version of the development environment. It includes the samples from this book.
- **techBASIC Sampler** (also called techSampler, so the name will show up under the icon on the iPhone and iPad) is the free version of techBASIC. It allows you to run programs, including the samples from this book, but you cannot edit existing programs or create new ones. There is an in-app purchase to enable editing, which makes this program feature-for-feature compatible with techBASIC.

You can find more information about both programs, as well as a technical reference manual, at the Byte Works website.

Running Your First Program

Crank up techBASIC and you will see a display something like Figure 1-1, depending on the device you are using. If you are using an iPad and holding it in portrait view, tap the Programs button at the top left of the screen to see the list of programs. The iPhone will start off showing the programs, but if you switch to another display, you can switch back by tapping the Programs button at the lower left of the iPhone display.
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Colophon

The animal on the cover of Building iPhone and iPad Electronic Projects is a Eurasian magpie (Pica pica). The magpie is a very common bird throughout Europe, much of Asia, and northwestern Africa. Although considered a pest by some due to its penchant for eating small songbirds, the magpie is one of the smartest species of birds, and indeed one of the smartest animals in general. In the wild, magpies have been observed engaging in elaborate social rituals; they use tools, hide and store food, and employ complex group hunting strategies. Other members of the magpie’s family, corvidae, include crows and ravens, and all of these species have exhibited mirror self-recognition in captivity. Some primates and cetaceans share this capability; these animals have a large brain-to-body weight ratio that is only slightly lower than that of humans. It has even been shown in laboratory tests that the brains of corvidae birds have evolved the same ability to think geometrically as the great ape’s.

Wild magpies form monogamous pairs after attending large gatherings that Charles Darwin described as “marriage meetings.” A mating pair of magpies will stay together for their entire lives, raising broods of five to eight chicks every year. The chicks stay in the nest for a few weeks after hatching and still remain with the parents for about a week
after learning to fly. It is thought that this long period of adolescence helps contribute to the birds’ intelligence, since the chicks have ample time to learn social behaviors from their parents.

The name “magpie” is derived from a mention in Shakespeare’s *Hamlet* of a “magot pie,” or “pied Margot.” A pied (or piebald) animal is one that has a spotting pattern of large white areas over black; in the play, Hamlet describes this bird along with “choughs and rooks” who bring forth “the secret’st man of blood.” The magpie has long been entwined with European folklore, and even in Shakespeare’s time the bird was looked upon as a dark omen. Most of the myths associated with the magpie are a result of the bird’s tendency to “steal” shiny objects or of its aggressive behavior toward songbirds. In some areas of Britain, it is still traditional to greet a solitary magpie with “Hello, Mr. Magpie, how is your wife today?” to ward off misfortune.

The cover image is from Wood’s *Natural History*. The cover font is Adobe ITC Garamond. The text font is Adobe Minion Pro; the heading font is Adobe Myriad Condensed; and the code font is Dalton Maag’s Ubuntu Mono.